There is a substantial literature suggesting that computer-assisted interviewing has advantages over face-to-face and written self-administration of interviews in venues eliciting sensitive information similar to that sought in blood donor history screening. We review some of the recent developments in blood donor history screening, the evidence suggesting that automated interviews should be useful, and the experience to date using computer interviews for blood donation. These data suggest that automated computer-assisted interviewing increases the elicitation of behaviors associated with the risk of transfusion-transmissible infection in donors, improves donor and staff satisfaction, and reduces errors and omissions that frequently accompany traditional interviewing methods. Food and Drug Administration–cleared systems for computer-assisted self-interview of blood donors are briefly described.

ASSURANCE OF A safe supply of allogeneic blood and blood products is the primary driver of activity in blood services. Interventions with extremely high cost-benefit ratios are now common. For example, introduction of nucleic acid testing in minipools for HIV and HCV in the late 1990s reduced the risks of transmission of these pathogens in transfused, tested allogeneic blood to 1:1.8 million and 1:1.6 million, respectively, leaving only small test-negative window period risks for these agents. Small infectious risks remain, as evidenced by 2 blood recipients recently infected with HIV from a nucleic acid–tested whole blood donation. There are, in addition, a host of other infections—protozoan, bacterial, viral, and prion—which are transfusion-transmissible for which no tests are currently available. Protection of the allogeneic blood supply from traditional transfusion-transmissible diseases (TTD); from emerging or reemerging TTDs; and particularly from the window period residual risks for HIV, hepatitis B virus (HBV), and hepatitis C virus (HCV) depends on the effectiveness not only of laboratory screening of volunteer blood donors but also on efforts to minimize the recruitment and phlebotomy of high-risk donors.

High-risk volunteer donors are persons who (i) have a history of TTDs or have engaged in behaviors, especially sexual practices or parenteral drug use, known to be associated with TTDs and/or have close contact with others with TTDs; (ii) have traveled to or resided in locations where TTDs are prevalent; or (iii) have risky health histories, for example, prior infection, recent transfusion, or receipt of plasma derivatives associated with an appreciable incidence of infection. Screening is the process by which blood collecting organizations identify and defer high-risk donors to avoid introducing TTDs into the allogeneic blood supply. It is a multistep process involving recruitment of safe donors, provision of up-to-date donor education materials, checking for in-force prior deferrals, a mini-physical examination with elements focused on stigmata of parenteral drug use, and a health history interview preceding phlebotomy. Like laboratory testing, donor history screening has improved substantially in recent years because of efforts by the blood community to recruit, identify, and retain low-risk donors and by more active federal involvement and regulation of the whole blood and blood products collection and distribution process. As a result, the prevalence of HIV, HBV, and HCV infections among first-time blood donors are 3%, 14% and 13%, respectively, of those in the US population. There remains room for improvement, as evidenced by the finding that 2% of volunteer whole blood donors reported deferrable high-risk behaviors on an anonymous postdonation survey.
BRIEF HISTORY OF BLOOD TESTING AND DONOR SCREENING

Forty years ago as many as 1 in 4 transfused patients developed viral hepatitis. In the late 1960s, some 69% of all open heart surgery patients at the National Institutes of Health Clinical Center acquired hepatitis from transfused blood.6 Introduction of the first generation hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg) test in 1970 reduced the rate to 7%.6 Movement toward an all-volunteer whole blood supply in the 1970s further increased public confidence in the safety of allogeneic transfusion.7 The transfusion-AIDS crisis in the early and mid-1980s, however, destroyed that public trust. Although new or additional blood tests for HIV, HBV, and HCV introduced in the mid to late 1980s and early 1990s constituted major advances in protection of the allogeneic supply, all were traditional serologic tests with substantial seronegative window periods associated with residual risk of transfusion-associated infection (~1:225000; 1:50000, and 1:3300 for HIV, HBV, and HCV, respectively).8

As public confidence in the safety of the allogeneic blood supply fell in the early 1980s, in the absence of effective laboratory screening for HIV and posttransfusion non-A and non-B hepatitis, the transfusion medicine community began serious efforts to recruit and screen low-risk donors using nonlaboratory methods. By 1983, evidence from the Centers for Disease Control that HIV was a TTD convinced the American Association of Blood Banks (AABB), American Red Cross, and the Council of Community Blood Centers (now America’s Blood Centers) to initiate education and questioning of blood donors about their behaviors and experiences that were epidemiologically associated with HIV infection. Gay organizations were asked to discourage members from donating. Donors were given information about recognized risks and asked to self-defer if they self-identified as having risk9 (men having sexual contact with multiple male partners, IV drug use, Haitian origin, hemophilia treatment with factor concentrates manufactured from large paid donor pools, and sexual contact with persons with these characteristics). For reasons of assumed donor sensitivity and uncertainty about the magnitude of the AIDS threat, the 3 organizations initially did not recommend using direct questions regarding donors’ sexual practices.9 In 1985, after introduction of the first serologic test for HIV, some blood service organizations began direct questioning of male donors for male-to-male sexual activity, whereas other blood-collecting organizations introduced the test without amending their health history screening.9 Direct questioning of donors for HIV risk was not formally required in the United States until February 1991.

Throughout the early AIDS era, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) worked cooperatively with the principal organizations and professional associations of the whole blood and blood products sector to regulate the transfusion medicine community through consensus. This changed abruptly in 1992 when the FDA imposed strict regulations (current good manufacturing practices [cGMP]), similar to those required of pharmaceutical manufacturers, on the blood collecting community. Among cGMPs was development of health history questionnaires including FDA-mandated questions on high-risk behaviors to be asked of every donor at every donation.

HEALTH HISTORY QUESTIONNAIRE

A primary goal of appropriate donor recruitment and screening is to select and retain donors whose characteristics predict a low incidence and prevalence of TTDs. Retrospective studies of blood donors infected with HIV or hepatitis viruses have repeatedly shown many to have recognizable behavioral risks, which, when disclosed, justify their deferral.10-12 Within the past several years, effort has been expended to standardize the donor history questionnaire (DHQ) and to secure approval for it from the FDA. American Association of Blood Banks, which authored the first uniform DHQ (UDHQ) in 1993 developed, through its Interorganizational UDHQ Task Force, new long and short form UDHQs and submitted them to the FDA for approval. In 2004, the FDA approved the new long form UDHQ as a substitute for the old UDHQ or for any of the many customized health history questionnaires previously approved by the FDA for use in individual collection facilities.13 To date, however, the FDA has withheld approval for the new short form UDHQ, intended for frequent repeat donors, pending review of findings from ongoing studies of its performance.

Current health history questionnaires used in the blood community include facility-specific DHQs and a mix of AABB’s old and new UDHQs. All, as a condition of facility licensure, are approved by
the FDA and supported by standard operating procedures (SOPs) that describe how each step in the donor interview is to be conducted and how various responses by donors to each question are to be treated, including criteria for acceptance or temporary and indefinite (ie, permanent) deferrals.

In recent years, the blood community has used donor education materials and the health history questionnaire as the initial means of protecting the blood supply from emerging and potential TTDs, for which tests are not available. For example, in 2002, the FDA mandated inclusion of additional questions intended to identify donors with past activities, residence, or travel suggesting the possibility of exposure to variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease. In 2003, more questions were added about exposure to smallpox vaccine (vaccinia), severe acute respiratory syndrome, and West Nile Virus.14 As a result, the number of questions on the original AABB UDHQ increased to 61. The new long form UDHQ consists of 49 questions that were redesigned with input from cognitive scientists, using focus groups and cognitive interviews, to improve the ability to elicit the targeted information.

MODES OF ADMINISTERING THE DHQ

Historically blood-collecting organizations have administered the DHQ by having their staff ask each donor the questions in a face-to-face interview (FTFI) or using written donor self-administered questionnaires (WSAQ). Eligibility or deferral is determined based on the responses to each question. Staff is guided by current SOPs or, when directed by organizational SOPs, by consultation with the facility medical director or a trained designee. More recently, some organizations have adopted various computer-assisted donor interviews ranging from staff administered questionnaires, with the staff entering donor responses into a system, to more complex computer-assisted donor self-interviewing (CASI) systems using text, often with combinations of audio and/or visual prompts. This array of methods to administer the donor health history has prompted questions about their comparative effectiveness and efficiency. When selecting a mode, blood-collecting organizations have the task of evaluating 3 considerations: safety, efficiency, and costs. Each screening approach has certain advantages and disadvantages in each of the 3 dimensions.

Of the 3 modes, FTFI, WSAQ, and CASI, the latter varies the most. In its simplest form, CASI is conducted on a stand-alone computer with text questions displayed for reading on the monitor and answers entered by the respondent using a keyboard, keypad, or mouse. Audio presentation of the interview questions can accompany eye-readable text to improve understanding over text only. Further enhancements of the basic CASI system include pictures illustrative of the content of the question; response inputs via touch screen; inclusion of back, help, and skip commands to improve accuracy and completeness of responses, staff review modules for assessment of completed DHQs, direct printing of the DHQ with provision for signatures, and electronic transfer of final interview data to other associated computer systems.

EFFECTIVENESS OF THE 3 MAIN INTERVIEWING MODES

Survey interviewing is a common technique in behavioral research. Consequently, behavioral researchers have a long-standing interest in evaluating the ways these interviews are conducted, especially their effects on the accuracy of subject responses to interview questions. Since the late 1960s, survey researchers have investigated the relative effectiveness of various forms of computer-assisted interviewing, primarily CASI or audio CASI (A-CASI), as alternatives to FTFI and WSAQ for eliciting accurate responses to interview questions. In 1996, Weisband and Kiesler15 reported a meta-analysis of 39 comparative studies from the social sciences, computer sciences, and medical literature between 1969 and 1994. They found that computer-assisted interviewing was significantly more effective than FTFI and WSAQ, especially when the information sought was judged socially sensitive or stigmatizing. In 1998, Turner et al,16 studying adolescent high-risk sexual, drug use, and violent behaviors, reported them to be admitted up to 17 times more frequently when subjects were interviewed via A-CASI than by WSAQ. The following year, Richman et al17 reported a meta-analysis of 61 comparative studies conducted between 1967 and 1997. A key finding of this study was that “computer instruments reduced social desirability distortion (ie, increased frank, accurate responses) when...used as a substitute for face-to-face interviewing, particularly when...asking respondents to reveal highly sensitive behavior,
such as whether they used illegal drugs or engaged in risky sexual behavior. Computer-assisted interviewing was significantly more effective than WSAQ when computer respondents were (i) assured anonymity, (ii) alone, and (iii) allowed to skip and backtrack on the computer. More recent literature supports these findings. Cooley et al. reports that using touch-screen A-CASI (AT-CASI) to obtain sensitive information on sexual and illicit drug behavior from patients 15 to 39 years of age at a sexually transmitted disease clinic was more effective than traditional interview techniques. Johnson et al., in a recent study comparing the effectiveness of CASI with WSAQ to elicit information on high-risk sexual behavior in a general population, reported similar findings.

A few studies have actually involved blood donors. In 1992, Locke et al. reported a crossover study that compared the effectiveness of the traditional written questionnaire plus FTFI with a CASI system using the standard American Red Cross health history questionnaire. Among 272 donors, the CASI system identified 12 reporting behaviors associated with HIV risk or symptoms compatible with AIDS, none of whom were identified when interviewed first by written questionnaire and FTFI. In 1993, the American Institutes for Research (AIR) conducted an extensive, complex cross-over study, contracted for by the FDA, comparing the effectiveness of existing WSAQ and/or FTFI interviewing with an AT-CASI system developed by AIR for donor interviewing. Of 7015 donors in the study, 27 (1.09%) of 2468 donors interviewed via computer were deferred for risky behavior, whereas only 23 of 4547 interviewed traditionally (0.51%) were rejected for similar reasons ($P = 0.00553$). The authors conclude that use of the computer alone would have identified more deferrals than the comparator interviews. FDA officials deemed the study inconclusive because study procedures did not permit determination of whether the observed outcome was the result of greater sensitivity of AT-CASI to identify high-risk behavior or lower specificity. More recently, Sellors, in a randomized cross-over study of donor deferral rates conducted at 133 blood clinics in Canada, compared a handheld computerized health history questionnaire with a written questionnaire. They found that 43.7% of deferrable donors were identified by the CASI but not by the written questionnaire. In 2005, Katz et al. reported results of a before-and-after study of donor deferrals for high-risk behaviors among 2739 first-time blood donors at the Mississippi Valley Regional Blood Center. They found that only 1 of 890 (1.12 per 1000) such donors interviewed by FTFI between 2000 and 2001 was deferred, whereas 19 of 1849 (10.28 per 1000) donors interviewed using an audiovisual touch-screen CASI (AVT-CASI) between 2001 and 2002 were deferred, a significant difference ($P = 0.017$; odds ratio, 9.15; 95% confidence interval, 1.3-183.8). In a similar study using essentially the same system at another regional blood center, Cumming et al. found that with a combination of FTFI and WSAQ, the rate of deferrals of first-time donors for high-risk behavior was 5.8 per 1000, whereas after installation of an AVT-CASI system the rate increased to 11.2 per 1000, a 93% increase.

These data demonstrate that CASI is more effective than FTFI in eliciting positive responses to sensitive questions. It also appears CASI is more effective than WSAQ in this respect, although less so than when compared with FTFI. Behavioral researchers and others infer that the difference between FTFI and the other 2 modes of interviewing arises in part from privacy differences and from reduction of social desirability distortion (the tendency of respondents to provide information biased toward what they perceive as the socially accepted or desirable answer). Because CASI and WSAQ are quite similar in the privacy provided each interview subject, these researchers offered the following possible reasons why people disclose more when using a computer: computer interfaces create in respondents an inattention to audience; they provide for immersion in the immediate task along with invulnerability to criticism; they foster an impression that responses disappear into the computer; they give a sense of comfort leading to a less wary attitude; and there are other misattributions that cause respondents to be careless about their responses.

Whatever the underlying mechanism(s), the weight of available evidence indicates that CASI is more effective than WSAQ in eliciting accurate answers to sensitive questions. To what extent does the observed increased deferral of donors admitting to high-risk behavior by CASI actually protect blood safety? This depends mainly on the incidence (early, test-negative
infections) of TTDs among donors admitting such behavior to the computer but withholding the information when using other interview formats. From studies by Petersen and Doll, Conry-Cantilena et al, and Murphy et al, we can conclude that the elicited behaviors are useful indices of TTD risk, so the donors should be deferred. The studies that would be required to actually demonstrate a decrease in risk to transfusion recipients are too large to accomplish and unlikely to be undertaken.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

CASI systems have other characteristics that enhance their appeal for blood donor screening: (i) increased donor and staff satisfaction, (ii) potentially improved understanding by less literate donors when audio and/or visual prompts are incorporated, (iii) reduced donor and staff errors, and (iv) reduced staff time.

Donor and Staff Satisfaction

Blood bankers are acutely concerned with donor reactions to the screening interview. When interviewing of blood donors on their sexual, drug, and other socially sensitive behaviors was introduced, the intrusive nature and complexity of information sought during the interview provoked one blood banker to label the interview a "donor interrogation." To date, all studies of CASI systems for donor screening have included surveys assessing donor reactions to the interview format. Locke et al, in their early study, reported that although donors believed CASI interviewing was as effective as FTFI for screening, they found it more private (39% vs 7%) and more likely (61%) to elicit honest responses. The AIR study reported that 53.5% of the donors preferred CASI for interviewing, whereas 64.4% felt it would yield more honest answers. More recently, Zuck et al reported that 40% of the donors participating in a pilot study of an early version of an AVT-CASI system found the computer preferable, whereas 36% preferred the FTFI mode. Sixty-seven percent of donors believed donors would be more truthful when interviewed via AVT-CASI, although only 7% thought FTFI would yield more truthful information. Katz et al reported that 68% of donors preferred the CASI system, whereas only 10% preferred the FTFI. In addition, 92% of donors were very satisfied with the privacy provided by the system, and 68% felt it would elicit more truthful answers. One study, Sanchez et al, has questioned increased donor satisfaction with and preference for CASI interviewing. Thirteen percent of the blood donors they surveyed about their hypothetical reaction to CASI screening stated such a system would either discourage them from donating (5.2%) or that they were unsure (8.0%). None of the donors in the study had actually used CASI screening, prompting Gillespie, in an editorial commenting on the studies of Sanchez et al and Katz et al, to emphasize the importance of differentiating real and projected behavior and the importance of studying actual behavior in any scientific field. From these and similar studies, it is reasonable to conclude that most donors and interviewees are more satisfied with CASI than FTFI. Moreover, as Katz et al demonstrated, blood center staffs believe AVT-CASI is faster, personally more satisfying, and less likely to induce staff errors.

Donor Understanding

Comprehension of questions on the screening interview is essential. When donors fail to understand a question and answer it erroneously, the interview has failed. The ability of donors to understand medical and health-related questions is of particular importance for WSAQ and CASI because both assume donor literacy. There is substantial evidence that this assumption is overly optimistic. Wilson, in a summary of findings from 10 studies on literacy and health, concluded that most adults with poor literacy are adept at disguising their inability and disinclined to ask for help. The author cites the 1993 National Adult Literacy Study, which found that the average American reads at the eighth to ninth grade level, whereas most medical information found on the Internet is written at the 12th grade level. In an analysis of medical literacy among a randomly selected sample of 18 to 45 old-year-old adults in Baltimore, Al-Tayib found that 28% had a literacy level of grade 8 or less and 12% of grade 6 or less. Eighteen percent of the study’s participants with some college or a 2-year degree (sometimes cited as the prototypic blood donor) were reading at an eighth grade level when responding to a WSAQ on drug use, sexual behavior, and sexually transmitted diseases, which are topics also queried among donors.
Table 1. Computer-Assisted Self-Interviewing Systems for Blood Donors*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System characteristics</th>
<th>QDS</th>
<th>HCID</th>
<th>IDM</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Standard or configurable system and installations</td>
<td>Standard across all centers; Mississippi Valley (begun in 2001), West Tennessee, Mid-south, LifeShare, Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center; all 100% QDS except some LifeShare buses; more than 1,000,000 completed interviews</td>
<td>Configurable: Gulf Coast; 450,000 completed donor interviews</td>
<td>Configurable; Community Blood Center-Dayton, May 2006; Blood Systems, Inc, expected January 2007</td>
<td>Configurable; Blood Center of Iowa, expected fall 2006; Blood Center of Wisconsin, expects implementation of 1 donor center and 1 mobile pilot by the end of December 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Questionnaire</td>
<td>2 Options: AABB UDHQ (61 questions) or AABB new long form version UDHQ (49 questions); English and Spanish versions available</td>
<td>AABB UDHQ (49 questions, 1 local question); English and Spanish versions available</td>
<td>AABB UDHQ; English and Spanish versions available</td>
<td>2 Options planned: AABB UDHQ (61 questions) and AABB new long form version UDHQ (49 questions); capable of handling all Latin-based character set languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Equipment</td>
<td>Sahara Touch-It tablet computers with Windows printers</td>
<td>Panasonic Toughbook CF-73 touch screen laptops for mobiles; HP/Compaq MX 2000 MT minitowers for donor centers</td>
<td>Pentium PC, min 256 RAM, Windows XP (Celeron and W2K OK); PDAs/handhelds planned for 1stQ 2007 revision with ELO touch screens (mouse/keyboard optional); Motion LE1600 Tablet PCs (Celeron/wireless); review with 17-inch monitors, bluetooth scanners, signature pads, keyboard/mouse</td>
<td>Pentium PC, min 256 RAM, Windows XP; CASI workstation: ELO or Dell Touchscreens (optional keyboard/mouse); UareU fingerprint scanners, signature pads, keyboard/mouse; staff review workstation: 17-inch monitors, keyboard/mouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Operational locations</td>
<td>Fixed sites and mobile</td>
<td>Fixed sites and mobile</td>
<td>First fixed sites and then to mobiles</td>
<td>Fixed sites and mobile planned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Software: Donor interview</td>
<td>CASI with audio and visual prompts and finger touch-screen or stylus inputs; responses for each question: Yes, No, and “???”; Back, Next</td>
<td>CASI with touch-screen, audio, and visual prompts not in use; responses for each question: Yes, No, Skip, Review Answers, Quit</td>
<td>CASI with touch-screen, audio, and visual prompts; responses for each question: Yes, No, Not Sure, Back, Next</td>
<td>CASI with audio and visual prompts available and finger touch-screen or stylus inputs; responses for each question: Yes, No, Help, Back, Next, Request Assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Staff review</strong></td>
<td>Symbol and color-coded donor responses to all questions on single screen; requires review and resolution of missing or aberrant responses; provides decision aids; prints completed donor interview record for signatures</td>
<td>Highlights donor response to each question; requires review/resolution of missing or aberrant responses; prints completed donor interview record for signatures</td>
<td>Requires review and resolution of each missing or aberrant response; electronic signature capture; no hard copy of donor interview record for signatures</td>
<td>Requires review and resolution of each missing or aberrant response; electronic signature capture; no hard copy of donor interview record (can be generated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Database</strong></td>
<td>Database to store information on all donor and staff actions for each interview and review</td>
<td>Database to store information on all donor and staff actions for each interview and review</td>
<td>Oracle database to store information on all donor and staff actions for each interview and review</td>
<td>Database to store information on all donor and staff actions for each interview and review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6. Training required</strong></td>
<td>Donors, none; staff, 2-3 h; release 2.03 (vital signs and electronic signature capture), 1 h additional; phlebotomy 1 d additional</td>
<td>Donors, none; staff, 2-3 d, including physical and phlebotomy modules</td>
<td>Donors, none; staff, 5-4 h sessions with a short refresher course</td>
<td>Donors, none; planned staff, 1 d for reviewers and up to 3 d for system administrator, including physical and phlebotomy modules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7. Other features:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Communications</strong></td>
<td>Upload data to blood bank computer system; LAN and WAN; satellite WAN being developed</td>
<td>LAN (WAN option not used); 1-way interface to blood bank computer system and 2-way in testing</td>
<td>LAN and WAN; data encrypted; mobiles with server (laptop) updated overnight; mobile equipment will communicate wirelessly with mobile server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technology</strong></td>
<td>Web CBE-30 as standalone or with wired and wireless local area and WAN configurations</td>
<td>Client-server; Web version in development CBE-30 as standalone or with wired and wireless local area and WAN configurations</td>
<td>Client-server; JBoss and Java CBE-30</td>
<td>Web; Client-Server for staff review CBE-30 as stand-alone or with wired and wireless local area and WAN configurations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Updates</strong></td>
<td>Additional and modified questions distributed within 1 wk; survey research module expected to be released this summer or fall; Internet version awaiting FDA approval</td>
<td>Questions controlled by blood center; have installed local questions within 1 workday</td>
<td>Questions controlled by blood center; can add donor survey questions</td>
<td>Questions controlled by blood center; can add donor survey questions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** RAM, random access memory; PDA, personal digital assistant. Manufacturers: Sahara, TabletKiosk, Torrance, CA; Panasonic, Panasonic Corp of North America, Secaucus, NJ; HP, Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, CA; Compaq, Hewlett-Packard; Pentium, Intel, Santa Clara, CA; Windows XP, Microsoft, Redmond, WA; ELO, Elo Touch Systems, Menlo Park, CA; Motion, Motion Computing Inc, Austin, TX; Dell, Dell Inc, Round Rock, TX; Uare U, Digital Persona, Redwood City, CA; Oracle, Oracle Corp, Redwood Shores, CA; JBoss, division of Red Hat, Atlanta, GA; Java, Sun Microsystems, Santa Clara, CA.

Information on this table was provided by vendors with confirmation by end users of configurations in use, except for the Haemonetics system, which was not yet in use at the time of compiling the information. Thanks to Paul Sullivan at MVRBC, Judith Woll at Community Blood CenterDayton, and Susan Rossman at Gulf Coast Regional Blood Center for their “in-use” system descriptions.
The recent revision of AABB’s UDHQ is the prime example of effort by the blood services community to adapt donor screening to reasonable levels of adult literacy. After focus groups and cognitive interviews, many medical terms in the original UDHQ were eliminated or modified in the new questionnaire to improve donor comprehension. The potentially iterative nature of a FTFI might seem ideal to assess and reinforce comprehension, but that depends on adequate staff sensitivity, intuition, patience, and training to perceive and remediate donor misunderstanding of the content and intent of questions. CASI systems can include audio to mitigate literacy issues and/or “Help” and “Skip” alternative responses along with the usual “Yes” and “No” choices for each question providing donors with assistance when needed. Some CASI systems include visual prompts illustrating the activity or subject matter to improve donor comprehension (Table 1).

**Error Reduction**

Donor and staff errors and omissions on screening interviews result in the collection, distribution, and transfusion of unacceptable donations. Donor errors, particularly donor failure to admit to high-risk behaviors, are thought to endanger the blood supply. Also troublesome are errors and omissions recognized and reported to the collecting organization after donation (postdonation information [PDI]). Errors resulting in labeling and making available for distribution nonconforming blood products are transmitted to FDA as blood product deviation reports (BPDRs), and summarized annually by the agency. The donor interview process is responsible for 75% of all BPDRs, occurring at a rate 11 times that of the next largest category. The frequency of such errors may be, in part, a function of the screening method used by the collecting organization. Cumming et al. in their recent study at a regional blood center, found that in the first year after implementing an AVT-CASI system, the elicitation of information resulting in donor deferrals increased substantially. First-time donor PDI reports to FDA increased by 269%, compared with those during the previous FTFI-WSAQ interview, whereas repeat donor PDIs increased by 79% and then declined substantially. The hypothesis is that AVT-CASI may have more effectively prompted donors’ subsequent recall of information requested during the interview. Goldman et al. in a 2005 study of 870 Canadian donors (94% repeat) found that (i) blood donors’ ability to recall questions immediately after completing their paper DHQ was poor, (ii) recall was particularly poor when items were part of a list, and (iii) recall was improved when using the AABB UDHQ and further improved by using AVT-CASI.

CASI systems have an advantage over FTFI and WSAQ for error reduction. Properly designed CASI systems include programed quality checks and staff alerts for aberrant or incomplete donor responses, incomplete staff reviews, omission of donor and staff signatures (when done electronically), and failure to properly file donor health history records when transferred to electronic data repositories. By automating the screening process wherever possible and embedding programed checks on human error, CASI systems substantially reduce staff errors in the screening process.

Three recent studies indicate the extent to which CASI systems are effective in this respect. Gordon et al. in assessing the effects of loss of their center’s computer equipment to disaster, found the frequency of omissions on the donor record form quadrupled (.25% vs 1%) when computer-assisted interviewing fell from 98% to 30%. Katz et al. reported a 61% decline in staff-related screening errors after introduction of an AVT-CASI system. Cumming et al. reported staff errors and omissions decreased by 69% after AVT-CASI introduction at another regional blood center. Thus far, there have been no studies comparing CASI systems to WSAQ in this respect. However, data processing procedures for donor screening via WSAQ are essentially the same as those for FTFI, so it is reasonable to expect that error reduction would be similar when CASI is substituted for WSAQ.

**Staff Time Required**

CASI donor screening requires less staff time than FTFI. In their study, based on an AVT-CASI version of the original UDHQ, Katz et al. reported a decrease in staff time per interview of 5 minutes (68%), whereas total interview time for donors increased from 7.4 to 11.2 minutes, compared with the previous FTFI. Interestingly, despite the increased total time, 87% of donors perceived that the time needed for CASI was favorable, compared with FTFI. More recently, the
The same authors reported a further 38% reduction in average staff review time when using the CASI version of the new UDHQ (1.77-1.09 minutes).37

Cost of Quality

There is a dearth of literature addressing the tradeoff between system costs and the value of quality improvements in donor screening realized when CASI reduces staff errors and omissions. Cunningham38 has estimated the costs of staff errors that occurred during donor screening at the Indiana Blood Center in 2003. This study evaluated “hidden costs (of errors) to the blood center, including costs associated with documentation of the error upon discovery; initial evaluation and investigation of an error; lost product costs; labor expenses; and quarantine and resolution of quarantine of the involved products.” The estimated annual cost of such errors was $87280, and the study “provided compelling evidence that automated donor screening processes should be considered.”

AVAILABLE CASI SYSTEMS FOR BLOOD DONOR SCREENING

Four vendors presently offer proprietary CASI systems for blood donor screening in the United States: Talisman Medical Systems Ltd, Vienna, VA (Quality Donor System) referred to hereafter as “QDS”; Healthcare ID Inc, Buffalo Grove, IL, (DONOR-ID), referred to hereafter as “HCID”; Information Data Management, Rosemont, IL (Prelude), referred to hereafter as “IDM”; and Haemonetics’ 5D Information Management Division, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada (eQue), referred to hereafter as “5D.”

Characteristics of the 4 systems, as described by vendors and, where installed and in use, verified by customers, are summarized in Table 1. Of the 4 systems, 2 are operational (QDS and HCID) in blood centers; the third, IDM, is being installed at present; and the fourth, 5D, is scheduled for first installation in fall 2006. All systems can use the new AABB long form UDHQ with English and Spanish versions available. Beyond this, they differ in several respects. QDS is a standardized system with the vendor responsible for installation and maintenance of all screening questions, all audio and visual prompts, and all additions and changes thereto. With HCID, IDM, and 5D, the user is responsible for installation of the UDHQ questionnaire, selecting pictures for visual display, recording audio prompts, providing the Spanish translation, and making future changes in system content. Thus, QDS is a “turnkey software” system in that it relieves center management of the tasks of installing and maintaining system content, whereas HCID, IDM, and 5D allow management to modify questions on the UDHQ, addition of local questions if desired, and the choice of developing audio and visual prompts.

All vendors use commercially available, off-shelf computer equipment specified by brand name and model number for purchase by the user. Described generically, QDS uses finger touch-screen tablet computers with Windows (Microsoft) printers for all fixed sites and mobiles; HCID uses touch-screen laptop computers for mobiles and standard desktops for fixed sites; IDM uses standard desktop computers with personal digital assistant (PDA)/handhelds planned for early 2007, touch-screen monitors, stylus-only tablet computers, wireless scanners, and electronic signature pad; and 5D uses standard desktop computers with touch-screen monitors, fingerprint scanners, and signature pads for fixed sites. Mobiles are planned but as yet undefined. Typically, installation, validation, and implementation require weeks or months before center screening is fully automated. In general, implementations have been sequential with fixed donation sites preceding mobile operations.

All systems permit the donor the alternative of answering, skipping, or requesting help on each question. In addition the donor can backtrack and revise responses to previous questions. When the interview is completed, each system shifts to its staff review mode, highlighting those questions that require further staff interaction with the donor. Each highlighted question must be resolved by further donor explanation satisfactory to staff or by a deferral decision. Staff is constrained in the review by center SOPs directing further inquiry and deferral decisions. After, and only after, all highlighted questions have been adjudicated, the systems produce the donor record for staff and donor signature. QDS and HCID produce printed output for signature, whereas IDM and 5D display the final interview on the monitor, to be signed electronically on a signature pad. An imminent release of QDS provides for touch-screen input of donor and staff signatures.

No formal donor training time is required with any of the systems because operation of each
system is self-evident. QDS, for which the vendor retains responsibility for system maintenance, requires 2 to 3 hours for center staff familiarization with system setup and the staff review procedure. HCID, IDM, and 5D, because each assigns responsibility for software maintenance and process changes to center staffs, vary the requirement with HCID using 2 to 3 days of staff training. IDM uses 5 sessions of 4 hours each together with a short refresher course, and 5D allots 1 day for reviewers and up to 3 days for system administrators.

The means by which data are communicated among stations of the screening systems and from the screening system to the blood bank computer system or other data repository is important in minimizing staff time to update system records and avoid errors in communication between systems. All systems can operate on a local area network (LAN), whereby a single server holds all system software and services multiple clients on the network. At present, one center using QDS operates its fixed and mobile sites on wireless LANs. All other centers use stand-alone stations, each of which holds the full complement of software. The advantage of a LAN is that only the server is involved in system changes and validations, whereas with standalone stations, each station is involved, increasing staff time for implementation and maintenance. Although the QDS 510(k) covers electronic data transfer, at present, centers using the system prefer manual entry of selected interview data into the main blood bank computer system. IDM, HCID, and 5D, on the other hand, produce electronic donor records that can then be transferred directly to the main system. IDM does not produce a printed donor record; 5D can generate the hard copy if required.

QDS software is web-based, whereas HCID and IDM are client-server based and 5D is web-based with client-server for staff review. The main difference between the 2 is that with web-based software, only the computer servers need be updated and validated for system changes, whereas with client-server software, both servers and stations must be updated and validated. A wide area network (WAN) using a single server to service multiple geographically dispersed stations has advantages over standalone or LAN software (see section below on system extensions).

All center system installations in the United States, whether consisting of standalone stations, LANs, or WANs must be submitted to the FDA for review and clearance. All 4 proprietary systems are FDA 510(k) cleared. Centers are permitted to install them using a changes being effected–30 days (CBE-30) license supplement that allows FDA 30 days to object before implementation.

Additions or changes in QDS interview questions are the responsibility of the vendor staff who develop required revisions or those requested by users and transmit them to center staff for installation and validation. This change process requires 1 week, based on experience with smallpox vaccination, severe acute respiratory syndrome, West Nile symptoms, and variant Creutzfeldt-Jacob disease guidances. Gerber et al. using a QDS system, describe making such a change in 10 standalone stations within 3 days. HCID, IDM, and 5D leave center staff responsible for changes for which there is no reported experience to date.

EXTENSIONS OF PRESENT CASI SYSTEMS

Available technology offers several opportunities for improvement in present AVT-CASI screening systems. Chief among these are (i) Internet donor interviewing, (ii) WAN and wireless communications, (iii) archival databases, and (iv) staff decision aids.

Internet Interviewing

Use of the Internet for e-mail communication is commonplace in the United States and already in use by blood centers for donor recruitment. An obvious next step for blood centers, strongly supported by sponsoring organizations interested in minimizing employee donation time, is to screen donors at home or work via the Internet. Smith and associates first suggested doing this some years ago. A system for Internet interviewing has been developed for QDS and pilot-tested at the Mississippi Valley Regional Blood Center. The interview is conducted via a secure Internet server requiring password-protected broadband access, audio capability, and a printer at the donor’s computer. Donors access and complete the interview without providing personal identifiers. An encoded bar code printout with a unique identifier is produced for donors to present to the donation site. Screening staff ask the donor 3 additional questions to verify authorship of the printout, that nothing material has changed since its completion and that it was completed in a private setting. The
staff then scans the bar code to decode the interview, insert the donor identification, complete the staff review, and print the donor card for signatures. Most donors participating in the pilot study reported the system allowed for adequate privacy, felt the Web site was easy to access, that instructions were easy to follow, and audio and video quality was very good. Thirty-nine percent were interviewed at home, 58% at work, and 3% elsewhere. Sixty-one percent stated a preference for the Internet interview, 35.6% were neutral, and 3.4% preferred the on-site interview. A prior approval supplement for implementation has been submitted to FDA. In addition to assisting organizations sponsoring blood drives by decreasing donor time at the blood drive, the system is expected to increase donor satisfaction. Furthermore, because Internet donor interviewing is anonymous until staff review, the interview site remote, and the interview totally private and under donor control at all times, it may increase the accuracy of elicited information. As Fielding et al discovered in a recent test of postdonation telephone interviewing of blood donors, traditional on-site WSAQ for donor screening can lead to underreporting of high-risk behavior, probably because of social desirability bias and embarrassment considerations, factors that may be minimized when donors are interviewed remotely.

**Wide Area Networks**

Typical blood center organization includes a headquarters containing the blood bank computer system and principal collection site, multiple widely dispersed satellite collection sites, and mobile collection operations used to service donors at workplaces, schools, churches, and other convenient locations. A CASI system for such a center typically consists of several interviewing stations at each fixed and mobile collection site, either standalone or on a LAN, each of which contains the full complement of screening software including a database capable of storing donor interview data. Data are returned to the main site in portable computers on portable media or over phone lines. This process is inefficient. If activity data are required from screening terminals, staff must extract the data from each station computer or LAN servers and collate and transmit them to headquarters. Implementation of system changes is similarly complicated. Construction of a WAN simplifies all this as each site station becomes part of the center-wide electronic network. WANs allow transmission of encrypted data to and from the headquarters’ central server, site servers, and each station and mobile unit. Consequently, little or no staff time is needed for daily up- and downloading of data, for collation and communication of data to and from system-wide databases, or for making system changes, which are confined to the WAN central server. Because much US blood is collected on mobile operations in suburban and rural areas where no wired WANs are available, QDS, IDM, and 5D have WAN capability including data encryption. At present, QDS is testing a WAN system using satellite communication between headquarters and mobile units as part of its system now installed at West Tennessee Regional Blood Center.

**Archival Databases with Online Communication**

Given WAN capability with a CASI screening system, a center can install and maintain a central database containing the historical record of every donor’s previous interviews, with the information accessible for staff review during subsequent interviews. For example, centers report that FDA inspectors cite them for inconsistent donor travel histories. A WAN configuration on a CASI system will permit staff at any collection location to access a donor’s travel history during the staff review for comparison with the current information, allowing resolution of any discrepancies. Real-time access to historical data can prevent inappropriate collections, facilitate timely discovery and action on postdonation information, and prevent unnecessary deferrals when complicated donor histories have been previously evaluated and found acceptable.

**Decision Aids**

Decision aids consist of a variety of supplementary tables, flow charts, and instructions, detailing for staff how to evaluate aberrant or unclear responses to interview questions. They range in complexity from simple checklists to complex flow charts involving multiple supplementary questions leading to a variety of decision outcomes. Normally, such checklists or flow charts are included in the center’s printed SOPs for staff guidance on handling responses to each question in the interview. American Association of Blood Banks, as part of development of the new long form UDHQ,
has produced a set of decision aids consisting of flow charts and tables to assist screening staff in their response to aberrant answers. These lists and flow charts can be incorporated into CASI systems for use by staff when consultation or guidance is needed during review, as has been done with QDS and IDM.

CONCLUSIONS

Computerized health histories and donor screening increase the accuracy and efficiency of the blood donation process. Presumably this translates into transfusion safety, although direct measurement is difficult, given low rates of donor infection. Given that 75% of BPDRs reported to FDA involve the donor interview, decrements in errors and omissions by themselves justify broader implementation of CASI systems and are consonant with the blood community’s adoption of cGMPs. The enhancements being developed for present systems will provide further process improvements that mesh nicely with the emphasis on current good manufacturing practices in blood banking and the use of electronic health records more broadly.
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